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Abstract—Decay heat is the thermal power released by

radioactive decays of unstable isotopes after the nuclear reactor
shutdown, and delayed fission reactions. It constitutes a key
parameter for the nuclear reactor safety and the nuclear fuel
cycle; for this reason, design codes have to be qualified by
comparison with experimental measurements. The CEA’s
package DARWIN2.3 has been qualified for the calculation of
PWR decay heat with two integral measurements: the MERCI
experience and the CLAB laboratory’s experiments; performed
respectively on the following cooling time intervals: 40 min – 40
days and 12 years – 25 years. A lack of validation in the first
hour of cooling time requires to consider large margins on the
calculated decay heat value. As a result, delays in core
unloading, intervention of human operators and safety systems
dimensioning may occur. The PRESTO experiment, under
conception at CEA, deals with a decay heat measurement
between 1 and 40 minutes of cooling time for a PWR fuel sample
irradiated in the Jules Horowitz Reactor (JHR). A previous
thermal study showed that measurements could be sensitive to
the decay heat 1 minute after the beginning of the cooling time.
Now, a more precise estimation of power sources was performed
with the Monte-Carlo code TRIPOLI. In this framework, four
different device configurations were considered. Our results
show that the irradiation power is not enough elevated in
configurations where a tungsten shield is present.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Decay heat represents the thermal power released by
radioactive decays of unstable isotopes after the nuclear
reactor shutdown, and delayed fission reactions. Generally,
radioactive decay energy is released in the form of beta
(electrons) and gamma (photons) radiations; the formers are
entirely absorbed in the nuclear fuel, whereas the latter both
in the fuel and outside. If N unstable isotopes are present,
decay heat time-dependent value is calculated as the
summation of the decay heat released by each isotope [1]:
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where Ei [J] and Ai [s ] stand respectively for the energy
released and the activity, i.e. the number of decays per second
of the i-th isotope. Decay heat increases with the fuel burnup until saturation levels of fission products concentrations
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are reached, and its contributors change according to the
cooling time (t) [2]; as it is shown in [1], they correspond to
delayed fissions and fission products in the first minute of
cooling time, fission products between one hundred seconds
and twenty years and heavy nuclides in the very long term.
The decay heat constitutes a key parameter for the design
of nuclear reactor safety systems and the backend of the
nuclear fuel cycle. For this reason, design codes have to be
validated by comparison with experimental measurements.
Nowadays, the CEA’s package DARWIN2.3 is qualified in
PWR conditions of irradiation with two integral decay heat
measurements: the MERCI experiment [3] and the CLAB
laboratory’s experiments [4]; before, others qualifications
were performed concerning the decay heat produced by
elementary fission events of fissile materials [5]. The
validations cover cooling time intervals going from 40
minutes to 40 days, for the MERCI experiment, and from 12
years to 25 years, for the CLAB’s experiments. The lack of a
validation in the very short cooling time (and the associated
uncertainty), constrains the nuclear industries to take large
margins on the calculated decay heat value. As a result,
several issues in nuclear reactor safety occur with respect to
thermal and radioactivity aspects (e.g. delays for core
unloading, delays in the intervention of human operators, core
cooling dimensioning in case of a Loss Of Coolant Accident,
LOCA).
The PRESTO experiment [6] (PoweR Estimation for Short
Time Optimization), under conception at CEA, deals with a
decay heat measurement between 1 and 40 minutes of cooling
time for a PWR fuel sample irradiated in the Jules Horowitz
Reactor (JHR). Owing to the very short cooling times, the
experiment must be performed in the reactor region, which
brings on the measurement an important amount of
perturbations due to the reactor core decay heat. In a
precedent paper [6], we performed a sensitivity study of a
determined device configuration by using a preliminary
estimation of power sources, thanks to the feedback of SRJH
(the CEA division in charge of JHR design), and a numerical
scheme simulating heat transfers in the experimental device
in 2D cylindrical geometry (r,z). Results showed that
measurements were not sensitive enough to estimate the
decay heat fraction released out of the fuel sample. As a
result, we need a better estimation of power sources and 3D
heat transfer modeling considering the non-azimuthal
symmetry of irradiation. Thus, we used the TRIPOLI Monte-
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Carlo code to estimate nuclear heating during irradiation, at
t=0, and after the reactor shutdown, at t=2 min and t=1 h;
simulations were performed by considering 4 different device
configurations.
In this paper, we compare TRIPOLI results with design
parameters: irradiation power, burn-up, irradiation time,
required for the conception of the PRESTO experiment. In so
doing, we see how the choice of the experimental device
influences the experiment conception.
II.

B.

The experimental device
The experimental device scheme is reported in figure 2.
The geometry is the cylindrical one, the height and the
diameter are respectively around 40 cm and 10 cm. Decay
heat power, released by the fuel sample, is deposited in the
fuel and the surrounding environnement; particularly, the
T1
T2

THE PRESTO EXPERIMENT

The PRESTO experiment is designed to estimate the decay
heat released by a PWR fuel sample, with an aimed
confidence interval of 99% for a representative PWR fuel
burn-up, between 1 and 40 minutes of cooling time. In this
framework, we have to reproduce conditions of irradiation of
current PWRs, and keep irradiation times in the JHR no
longer than one year.

T3
T4
Fuel sample
Tungsten shield
Adiabatic gas

A.
The Jules Horowitz Reactor (JHR) and the
experiment development
The Jules Horowitz Reactor [7] (JHR), under construction
in the site of Cadarache, was chosen for performing the
PRESTO experiment. This reactor is devoted to the study of

Stainless
steel
container

Fig. 2. The experimental device. In red: the fuel sample. In violet: the
tungsten shield. In grey: the stainless steel container. T1, T2, T3, T4 are
thermocouples placed in the fuel sample and the tungsten shield.

tungsten shield has been designed to collect the decay heat
fraction leaving the fuel sample. The measurement principle
consists in quantifying decay heat through the structures
enthalpy instantaneous variation. In this way, the estimation
parameter is the temperature temporal derivative of each
structure; particularly we refer to the fuel sample and the
tungsten shield. To do this, thermocouples have been located
in the experimental device, as it is shown in figure 2, to
measure the temperature evolutions. For simplifying the
device physics and thus its thermal modeling, heat transfers
among structures must be limited. For this reason, an
insulating gas is injected in the device chamber (see figure 2).

The experimental
device

Displacement
system
(30 cm, 10 s)

C.

The determination of decay heat
As we are in the very short cooling times, temperature
fields are highly unsteady. As a result, to determine decay
heat starting from thermocouples measurements, we need for
a heat transfer modeling of the experiment. In this way, the
decay heat estimation is performed by means of an inverse
technique [8]. Figure 3 shows the scheme for the decay heat
estimation.

Fig. 1. The Jules Horowitz reactor core and reflector; the position of the
experimental device: the JHR reflector on the displacement system.

materials and fuel behavior under irradiation as well as to
medical isotopes production. The PRESTO experiment is
designed to take place on the displacement system, situated
in the JHR reflector (see figure 1); this one allows to master
the irradiation power by regulating the distance between the
experimental device and the reactor core.
The experiment is foreseen in a sequence of three phases:
the irradiation, the stop of the irradiation and the
measurement. At first, the experimental device is placed in
the vicinity of the reactor core to perform the irradiation.
When the desired fuel burn-up is achieved, the stop of the
irradiation occurs by carrying out the reactor shutdown
(SCRAM), the cooling phase starts, and the experimental
device is moved back, by using the displacement system, to
preserve it from perturbations coming from the reactor core.
In this phase, it is important to remove thermal inertia stored
in the device during the irradiation. At 1 minute of cooling
time the measurement phase starts.

Fig. 3. Decay heat estimation. The N thermocouples measure the temperature
evolutions. These are used with a heat transfer modeling to estimate decay
heat through the linear inversion method.
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THE ESTIMATION OF NUCLEAR HEATING

�

As our previous results showed that measurements were
not sensitive enough to estimate the decay heat fraction
released in the tungsten shield [6], we need for a more
accurate sensitivity calculation to evaluate the feasibility of
.
the PRESTO
experiment. This involves a better estimation of
nuclear heating and a more accurate modeling of heat
transfers in the experimental device. To carry out the nuclear
heating estimation we determined at first the power sources
in the reactor core and the fuel sample through the evolution
code MENDEL; results were then used as input in the Monte
Carlo code TRIPOLI to evaluate the corresponding nuclear
heating of the device.

Configuration 4: similar to the number 2, with
different thickness for the tungsten shields and the
stainless steel wall.

The aim is to see the influence of the device configuration
on the experiment conception (e.g. technological aspects
involved, type of fuel to be used, etc.).
Nuclear heating was calculated by considering neutrons,
prompt gammas, and delayed gammas radiation; the latters
are produced from fission products decay, and born both in
the fuel sample and in the JHR core.
As we deal with spent fuel, we considered a UO2 fuel
sample having an enrichment of 1% in U235.

A.

Simulation set-up
Calculations were performed at three instants of cooling
time: $=0 (i.e. the reactor shutdown), $=2 min and $=1 h, and
by considering four different device configurations (see
figure 3).
� Configuration 1: the fuel rod (at the center in red) is
surrounded by one tungsten shield (in violet), the
device is cooled with water (in blue) and enclosed in
a stainless steel container (in claret-red).
� Configuration 2: the fuel rod (at the center in red) is
surrounded by two tungsten shields (in violet),
which are separated by a stainless steel wall (in
claret-red). The device is cooled with water (in
blue).
� Configuration 3: the fuel rod (at the center in red) is
surrounded by an internal shield of tungsten (in
violet) and an external shield of zirconium (in
green), which are separated by a stainless steel wall
(in claret-red). The device is cooled with water (in
blue).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Device configurations. (a): configuration 1. (b): configuration 2. (c): configuration 3. (d): configuration 4.
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and the perturbation, and improve the estimation of the
inverse technique.

B.
1)

Results
The irradiation phase $ = 0
To perform the PRESTO experiment, we need for an
irradiation power of at least 150 W/cm, in order to obtain a
representative PWR decay heat for the fuel sample.
Our results show that the tungsten is a great absorber of
thermal neutrons compared to the zirconium (see figure 5).
As a result, we do not reach in the fuel sample, for each
configuration, the required level of irradiation power;
irradiation power is around 10-15 W/cm in configurations 1,
2, and 4, and 60 W/cm in the configuration 3.

Reactor core
decay heat

Fuel sample
decay heat
Zr+W

Fig. 6. Nuclear heating in the tungsten shield of the device configuration
number 1. Fuel sample and reactor core contributions.

W

IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Our results show that the TRIPOLI simulation is necessary
to design the experimental device of the PRESTO
experiment; in particular, in terms of experiment
representativity and gamma shielding design. Furthermore, to
maximize the measurement sensitivity, we have to match the
neutronic simulation with the technological and metrological
aspects of the PRESTO experiment.

Fig. 5. The neutron spectrum in the fuel sample for each device
configuration.

Thus, to achieve a PWR representative decay heat, we need
to remove tungsten during the irradiation phase. This makes
the experiment design more complicated, and solutions might
correspond to design a shielding entirely made of zirconium,
or provide vertical displacements for the tungsten shield.
Furthermore, irradiation duration is another important
design parameter for the experiment representativity. We
need simultaneously to reduce as much as possible the
irradiation time, and to improve the experiment
representativity.
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